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The formation of professional readiness of graduates through the development and improvement of the professional education system is an important criterion for a medical specialist. It is achieved by introducing modern pedagogical technologies into the educational process. The key to the formation of professional readiness of graduates is the use of interactive teaching methods, technologies of a person-oriented approach, formation of students’ communication skills, contextual, imitation and problem-search methods, close cooperation of higher medical education institutions with clinical practice bases, information support, postgraduate training of teachers and graduates of educational institutions, adaptation to new market conditions.

Based on the conducted research, the following can be concluded: the effectiveness of the application of modern pedagogical technologies in the professional education of medical specialists has prospects for its development, forms a competitive and popular specialist in the labor market; medical education is one of the professional education types and contains a system of knowledge, skills, worldview and behavioral qualities of an individual; the main components for improving the formation of professional training of graduates are clinical training, innovative training methods, support for graduates in the workplace, self-education, motivation, readiness for continuous training and professional development; in the structure of professional training, the most important is psychological readiness of graduates of educational institutions, determined by the mood of the specialist’s psyche and spiritual forces to solve professional problems and perform professional duties. The scientific originality of the obtained research results is determined by the fact that the paper presents an analysis of the effectiveness of modern pedagogical technologies in the training of students of graduation groups of specialty 223 Nursing, in order to estimate the degree of importance of mastering their professional skills for their successful professional activity and assessment by graduates of their knowledge, skills and abilities necessary in the future for high-quality performance of professional tasks.
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1. Introduction

The role and importance of nurses’ activities in healthcare institutions has been constantly increasing recently, and therefore the problem of training medical personnel is extremely important and relevant. Every year, about 10 thousand nurses graduate in Ukraine. However, despite this fact, the industry has failed to increase the number of nursing staff for many years, which is explained by objective reasons (the age of employees, low wages, etc.). It is almost impossible to fully meet the need for practical healthcare in qualified nursing personnel.

It is the first problem, aggravated by the fact that the terms of training are growing. The length of a training period for a nurse on the basis of the complete secondary education has increased by one year and now amounts to 3 years with a total training volume of 180 ECTS credits. Moreover, an additional professional training is obligatory to obtain an access to certain manipulations and certain types of medical activities. The desire of a specialist to receive a basic higher education at the first (Bachelor’s) level in the chosen specialty extends the period of the study by another year and two additional years for obtaining the second (Master’s) level of education. Thus, it takes years to train a qualified specialist, as well as further mandatory training throughout the entire period of professional activity is also essential.

Another problem in the personnel training is the imbalance between the need for applicants to obtain different levels of education and the willingness of the healthcare industry to accept a specialist of a new formation. Against the background of the personnel outflow from the industry, practical healthcare fails to provide young professionals with the opportunity to realize themselves in their daily activities, mostly delegating their competencies without taking into account the education received.

The third, perhaps the most important problem, is the lag in the level of equipment of educational institutions from the technological and informational requirements of practical healthcare. Most colleges are equipped with the outdated fixed assets and have already exhaust-
ed their technological and scientific reserve of the didactic bases.

Finally, one more important problem is the lack of the system for medium-term planning of the state order for personnel training (based on the data from Regional Monitoring and Forecasting of Personnel Support in the Industry).

The main trends in this area include:

1) the need to provide a high-quality nursing care;
2) an insufficient level of professional nursing education, its inconsistency with the level of modern requirements;
3) lack of professional training of pedagogical and managerial nursing personnel;
4) the need to create a base for scientific research in the field of nursing;
5) the lack of prospects for the professional growth and development opportunities within their profession;
6) a low prestige of the profession and significant outflow of the personnel from the profession.

2. Literature review

The effectiveness of using modern pedagogical technologies in training of medical specialists has been proven by many researchers. The advantages of simulation training in the formation of professional and communication skills, their importance at the stages of pre-graduate and postgraduate education of medical students are discussed by a number of researchers. In particular, the positive impact of various types of simulation training on the level of medical specialists, the relevance and effectiveness of using innovative technologies in the development of practical and communication skills [1] are proved. The importance of using simulation training in postgraduate education [2] and in the implementation of quality control in higher medical educational institutions [3] is emphasized. The experience of implementing simulation training technologies has been applied in teaching pediatrics [4], paediatrics of internal diseases [5], during the test tasks of various levels [6] and in the training of doctors [7]. Simulation of production situations and integration of high-tech skills modeling (HFS) into nursing education is a common strategy for professional development [8] and acquisition of clinical competencies of future specialists [9], modeling of production situations ensures the effectiveness of methods for knowledge improving of nurses and productivity [10], has a strong educational effect, especially in the psychomotor sphere [11]. The researchers considered the contribution of integrated simulation-based learning as a learning tool on technical and non-technical issues, as well as how this work can be done for patient safety through a standardized training plan [12]. Simulation is a safe way to follow the training plan [13]. Simulation is a safe way to teach students: they can practice until they reach an advanced level of professional skills [14]. Since 2019, due to the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, distance learning technologies on the basis of online educational platforms have become widely used [15]. In the modern educational environment, high-quality teaching of disciplines is unlikely to be carried out without tools and opportunities, provided by computer technologies and the Internet [16]. For example, the Moodle educational platform [17] is a model, expanding opportunities for knowledge development, it is considered “a good alternative to the traditional model of medical and pharmaceutical education with the ability to replace practical training with video and audio materials” [18].

The process of vocational readiness formation of medical specialists based on the use of educational technologies will contribute to the adaptation to new needs of the society, providing the industry with highly qualified personnel, whose level of knowledge will correspond to the current level of technology and who will be able to constantly update it [19], will contribute to the desire of students for career growth [20]. According to researchers [21], there is a significant increase in interest in professional development all over the world, a demand for the life-long learning.

The study of the methodology effectiveness of applying modern pedagogical technologies in the professional education of medical specialists was carried out due to the assumption that personnel’s training for practical healthcare has been the main goal of institutions, providing higher and professional pre-higher medical education.

The priority task of the Strategy for the Development of Medical Education in Ukraine is to improve the quality of training of medical specialists. The solution of this problem will be facilitated by the modernization of educational institutions, providing professional training and mentoring of future doctors, as well as the implementation of a competence-based approach in the training process. This approach is distinctive in that fact that in the course of educational and professional activities future specialists will develop competencies, determining their overall professionalism and competitiveness. This approach is aimed at the educational result, which considers not only the amount of information learned, but also the ability of the graduate to act in various professional situations.

The main goal of modern education is to master various kinds of competencies during training: general and professional ones, determining the exact knowledge of a student, his/her understanding and ability to do after completing of an academic discipline, professional module or the entire educational and professional program in the specialty. So, if a competence is something that generates a skill or action, then accordingly, planning of a modern lesson and the entire educational process must be aimed at forming specific general and professional competencies.

Moreover, among other goals of professional training in institutions of higher medical education, the formation of communication skills in students has recently become of primary importance. Communicative competence is considered by many researchers as a set of knowledge, skills and abilities in the field of organizing interaction [22] and cooperation in the business sphere [23, 24]. In 1999, the Accreditation Council for Higher Medical Education (ACGME) announced interpersonal [25] and communication skills to be one of the six functions liable to be included in educational programs and obligatory for students [26] and human resources of the healthcare industry [27]. However, a certain proportion of students who complete clinical practice, fails to possess communication skills [28], although the success of communication depends on their personal qualities [29] and is personality-oriented [30].

Communicative competence, ensuring effective business interaction, is included in the system of professionally important qualities, predetermined the success of those types of professional activities that are based on
interaction in the “person-to-person” system, perfect communicative skills are likely to increase the competitiveness of a specialist in the labor market, guaranteeing a successful career [31]. Communicative knowledge must lie at the root of the specialist’s choice of optimal forms of communication with colleagues and patients and methods of mutual influence. Communication and competence level of future specialists is a key factor in their professional success. Evaluation of the effectiveness of pedagogical technologies also made it possible to determine the level of formation of communication skills in applicants and proved that purposeful systematic work on the formation of communicative competence of the future specialist affects the changes in the types of communication reactions, development of empathy, communicative self-control of students.

3. Aim and objectives of the study
The aim of the study is to test the feasibility of introducing modern pedagogical technologies in the process of training specialists in specialty 223 Nursing. The following tasks were set to achieve the purpose:
1. To conduct a survey of respondents on the feasibility of using modern pedagogical technologies in the educational process.
2. To outline the prospects for the development of professional education of nurses based on the analysis of the effectiveness of modern pedagogical technologies.
3. To identify the ways to improve the training quality of nursing specialists.

4. Materials and Methods
The department for training specialists of specialty 222 Nursing of the Cherkasy Medical Academy served as a study base. The first stage of the study was aimed at generalizing of the socio-demographic characteristics of respondents. For this purpose, an online survey of applicants for graduation groups was conducted. A total of 208 people took part in the survey, of which 84 respondents studied on the basis of the complete secondary education, 124 respondents studied on the basis of the basic general secondary education. Thus, all respondents were distributed into groups according to the acquired level of education: 40.4 % got a complete secondary education, 59.6 % – basic general secondary education (Fig. 1). All participants provided information consent.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of respondents by level of education, as a percentage
instructed to complete test tasks. Processing and evaluation of the results were carried out using decoders and on scales for evaluating communicative and organizational aptitudes.

The assessment scales contained five levels of predisposition:
1 – low; 2 – below average;
3 – average; 4 – high;
5 – very high.

The next stage of an online survey on the effectiveness of using modern pedagogical technologies in the professional education of medical personnel was conducted at the end of the study of professional disciplines, before the final semester control. An anonymous survey of applicants for specialty 223 Nursing was conducted, a total of 208 respondents took part in the survey. The analysis of test types was carried out using the axiological method, which made it possible to evaluate professional knowledge and skills. Statistical observation method was used to substantiate and represent in graphic form the findings of the efficiency of implementation of modern pedagogical technologies in the educational process.

5. Results and discussion

The technology of the personality-oriented approach was implemented during the development of the final course of full-time learning of professional cycle disciplines by educational applicants. As a rule, these are people over the age of 18, including those who work in healthcare institutions and are sufficiently motivated. Students work on weekends and take night shifts, which cause fatigue. That is why a person-oriented learning technology was chosen, while the acquisition of competencies depends on the activity of educational applicants.

Distribution of applicants by age:
under 18 years – 34 participants;
19 years – 125 participants;
20 years – 30 participants;
21 years and above – 19 participants (Fig. 2).

Of these, 83.2 % of respondents are females and 16.8 % are males.
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Our own educational and methodological developments were introduced into the educational process, designed in such a way that the use of modern education-
the patient’s problems, and make a patient’s care plan. We were able to simulate real professional work fragments and interpersonal relationships through learning situations when working in a team. It made the contours and contexts of the future profession. In the course of studying disciplines of the professional cycle the simulation training was also widely used. The classes are held on the basis of the Academy’s Simulation Training Center, where a situation close to the professional one is simulated. Certain specialized skills and abilities are developed (working on simulators, with devices, etc.) by means of training. Building an educational process based on contextual learning technology brings the content and process of students’ learning activities as close as possible to their further work in the profession. Situational training focuses on the fact that knowledge and skills are presented not as a subject, on which the student’s activity should be directed, but as a means to solve the problems of a specialist’s activity.

The use of problem-based learning technology in practical classes involves teaching students on the example of complex situations, which ensures successful preliminary preparation for future work in real-world conditions of practical healthcare. It is important because the success of the patient’s treatment, and sometimes his/her life, largely depends on how professionally competent, quickly and organized the staff acts.

A partial search method was also used, which combined a student’s perception of the teacher’s explanation with his/her own search activity for the work implementation. The training methods here involve listening and justifying, analyzing facts, systematizing, and finding solutions to problems. The student becomes not so much an object of learning as a subject of this process, and the teacher becomes its organizer. There is a transition from learning with actual knowledge to understanding events, acquiring skills and applying in life what has been accumulated during training. The implementation of this technology depends on the level of students’ training, their activity, ability to work, etc., so each group of students has a different result.

To form a medical professional, not only certain manipulations but also the ability to work in a team must be taught. The technology of learning in collaboration (“learning together”) is applied in this case. Therefore, the reason for this technology to be used during a practical lesson is not only to acquire knowledge, but also to come to know how to work in a team, communicate, and always be ready to help each other.

Students were explained how to work with the help of this technology at the stage of lesson preparation. The task of each participant was not only to do, but also to learn something together. The basic principles of collaborative learning technology are explained (one task for the entire group; one reward per group; individual responsibility of each student; equal opportunities for each student to achieve success).

The study group was divided into small groups of 3 to 4 people. No more than 3 groups can participate. Each of them should have strong, average and weak students. The group receives one task to work on. Gradually, they share the results with other subgroups until a common solution is developed. As a result of the joint work of individual groups and all groups as a whole, the assimilation of the material is achieved.

Within the group, students independently determine the roles of each of them in solving a common task: tracking the correctness of the task, performed by partners, monitoring the activity of each group member, as well as the communication culture within the group.

The teacher stands as an organizer of independent cognitive and creative activities for students. The trainer monitors the activity of students and helps any group, if necessary throughout the work. Not only the success of the task, done by groups of students, is controlled, but also the way they communicate, help each other.

As a result, the group must present one solution to the problem, and any team member must also be able to give the necessary explanation, that is, prove it. The students of other groups can clarify the answer, make additions, and correct inaccuracies. After work completion experts sum up the results and announce them. The students to supervise the process assess the level of activity of each student. Summing up, the teacher evaluates not only the knowledge, but also the effort that students spend on acquiring knowledge, achieving an overall result.

Hence, in addition to providing patient care and documentation, students master communication skills and acquire a sense of mutual assistance. Students form their own point of view, they acquire the ability to prove and defend their opinion. The problem of work organization is to control the process and result of training. The ability to cooperate is acquired gradually.

The program of study of communicative inclinations introduced a group of questions of the following content [32]:

1) Are you prone to communicate with people?;
2) Do you have many or good friends?;
3) Do you like to spend time most often with your friends or do you prefer to spend time alone;
4) Do you quickly get used to new people in your environment, to a new team?;
5) How quickly and positively do you respond to requests from friends, good acquaintances?;
6) Are you keen on social work?;
7) Do you easily establish contacts with strangers?;
8) Do you feel embarrassment when performing in front of the public at large?

Twenty special questions were used correspondingly.

The program for identifying organizational inclinations includes questions of other content:

1) speed of orientation in difficult situations;
2) dexterity, initiative, perseverance, insistence;
3) predisposition to organizational activities;
4) independence, self-criticism;
5) endurance;
6) attitude to social work;
7) sociability.

Twenty questions, characterizing organizational aptitudes to a certain extent, have been elaborated on the given basis.

The results of the methodology by B. Fedorishin were rather interesting and informative. The analysis of
the study data revealed a fairly large percentage of students with low and below average levels of both communication and organizational abilities – 36 % and 45 % of respondents (Fig. 3, 4):
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![Fig. 4. Levels of organizational skills (% of the number of respondents)](image)

The data obtained indicate an extremely rare manifestation of initiative in social activities in almost 1/3 of students; they have difficulties in establishing contacts with people, do not seek to communicate, and more often they prefer to avoid making independent decisions. These are students with potentially unstable indicators of the desire to establish contacts with people. However, 64 % of respondents have medium, high and very high communication skills: they are unlikely to get lost in a new environment, quickly find friends, constantly strive to expand acquaintances, engage in social activities, help relatives, friends, take the initiative in communication, and participate in the organization of public events with pleasure. 51 % of respondents also have medium and very high organizational skills; however, only 4 % of students with high abilities were included in this group. They quickly navigate difficult situations, are proactive, make their own decisions, and resolutely defend their opinions.

The data analysis showed that 1/3 of students has low and below-average scores. It means that these students have difficulty, communicating effectively. The low formation of communication competence skills among future doctors indicates that they are unlikely to be able to solve a number of professional tasks. Hence, these students must form the above-mentioned skills during their studies. About 2/3 of students have high and very high communication and organizational skills, that is, they are ready for effective social and professional communication. Only 33 % and 32 %, respectively have average abilities in this regard.

According to our findings, the level of communication and organizational abilities depends to a greater extent on psychological and personal characteristics and indicates the high efficiency of the formation of these skills in the learning process. Communicative and organizational abilities are quite plastic and can be developed when applying positive motivation of students, modern educational teaching technologies, interactive methods in the educational process that will contribute to the development of communication skills and purposefully develop both communicative and organizational abilities.

The developed questionnaire contained a list of the following questions:

1) Are you satisfied with the training organization in your specialty?
2) Do you consider the order of disciplines logical and consistent?
3) Do you find studying at the Academy practically oriented?
4) Is the material support of the educational process sufficient?
5) Do you use the information available on the Moodle platform during your training?
6) Do you consider the educational material presented efficiently and easily?
7) Do you think that the use of modern training technologies contributes to your development as a professional?
8) Are you going to work in your specialty?
9) Are you going to study in the future?
10) Does the quality of the educational process depend on the teacher’s personality?
11) Do you consider your assessment at the Academy objective?

Processing and generalization of responses showed the following results (Fig. 5):

1) the vast majority of graduate students, from 48.1 % to 83.6 %, gave positive answers to the survey questions, they believe that the use of modern learning technologies contributes to their professional development, the study of disciplines is logical and consistent, training at the Academy is practically oriented and the quality of the educational process in many cases also depends on the personality of a teacher;
2) from 3.8 % to 37.1 % of respondents gave the answer “partially” to the questions raised, they are not fully satisfied with the organization and accessibility of the presentation of educational material;
3) the answer “No” to the survey questions was given from 2.9 % to 16.3 % of respondents, mostly applicants who are unlikely to work in their chosen profession and to continue their studies.

Thus, a high percentage of positive results of the survey indicates that the use of modern training technologies contributes to a fairly rapid assimilation of the content of the future specialty and deepens the general and professional development of future graduates.
Therefore, despite the evident difficulties of reforming the field of nursing education, there are enough reasons for them; we believe that one of the main ones is the low motivation, lack of activity and initiative of the medical staff itself. The reasons for passivity are explained as followed: the profession of a nurse is not considered independent, has a low prestige and is associated with the impossibility of professional promotion. However, without a high-quality nursing care, modern medical care is impossible. Changes in the field of learning and professional training of nurses should be aimed at ensuring that their activities are organized at a higher level, so that they receive in-depth knowledge.

Limitations of the study. This study was limited to the Department of specialist training in specialty 222 Nursing. It involved applicants and lecturers of clinical disciplines of Cherkasy Medical Academy.

Prospects for further research. In conclusion, it should be emphasized, that the analysis showed the effectiveness of using advanced pedagogical technologies at the present stage of medical specialists training. Their implementation in the educational process, in our opinion, will ensure a high quality and efficiency of mastering professional skills and abilities by future doctors. The prospect of further research is the development of ways to further introduce and implement certain pedagogical technologies and the creation, testing, experimental testing of the effectiveness of technologies for the formation of professional competence of future medical specialists.

6. Conclusion

1. The scientific originality of the obtained research results is determined by the fact that the paper presents an analysis of the effectiveness of modern pedagogical technologies in the training of students of graduation groups of specialty 223 Nursing, in order to estimate the degree of importance of mastering their professional skills for their successful professional activity and assessment by graduates of their knowledge, skills and abilities necessary in the future for high-quality performance of professional tasks. The vast majority of graduate students, from 48.1% to 83.6%, believe that the use of modern learning technologies contributes to their professional development, the study of disciplines is logical and consistent, training at the Academy is practically oriented and the quality of the educational process in many cases also depends on the personality of the teacher; a high percentage of positive results in the survey indicates that the use of modern learning technologies contributes to a fairly rapid assimilation of the content of the future specialty and effectively deepens the general and professional development of future graduates.

2. The analysis of the effectiveness of the use of pedagogical technologies in the professional education of nurses presents certain prospects for its development. We consider it appropriate to propose the following measures to improve the quality of training of medical personnel. These issues relate to the state policy regarding the training and employment of nurses, as well as institutions of pre-graduate and postgraduate education that provide their professional training.

Firstly, a clear mechanism of state and regional forecasting, monitoring and regulation of training of medical specialists at higher and professional pre-higher education must be formed. This will eliminate the disparity in the number of doctors and nurses in urban and rural areas and between different levels of the health care system. It will improve the professional level of specialists on the basis of further development of the system of continuing education of medical and pharmaceutical workers, ensure continuity of training, coordinating the activities of educational institutions, and contribute to the development of a funded system of postgraduate education of nursing personnel.

Secondly, we consider it appropriate to speed up the process of developing professional standards for higher and professional pre-higher education, to develop standards for postgraduate training, differentiated according to the level of education. It will support the required level of competence of medical professionals, as well as the quality and productivity of their work through the use of a postgraduate training system.

Thirdly, improving the regulatory framework for the activities of educational institutions will contribute to modernizing the content of training and the quality of training, strengthening educational, research and production complexes that unite educational institutions. The state policy on the activities of educational institutions
must also be aimed at optimizing legal and economic relations between educational institutions and medical and preventive institutions within the framework of creating unified clinical bases.

Further development of informatization of training in medical and pharmaceutical educational institutions, formation of electronic libraries, reference and information databases, introduction of information technologies and quality management system in the educational process will contribute to further development of professional medical and pharmaceutical education, as well as ensure its compliance with personnel requirements of practical healthcare. In the formation of the quality system, it is also difficult to overestimate the role of leading specialists, schools of professional skills, and teachers of medical institutions.

Improving the quality of training of nursing specialists must include the following: 1) development of standards for all educational levels in nursing; 2) training of nursing staff in the methodology of correction and prevention of deviations from standards; 3) involvement of patients and their relatives, independent experts to prevent a possible decline in the quality of nursing care; 4) creation of quality groups in departments, participation in the development of innovations in nursing and new nursing technologies. Thus, measures, ensuring the quality of nursing care, include: 1) personnel training; 2) resource support for nurses; 3) implementation of nursing care standards; 4) use of modern nursing technologies.

3. It is necessary to bring the conditions and content of training as close as possible to the present-day realities, adopting all the best that works in practical healthcare, and carry out practical training in healthcare institutions that implement advanced technologies for organizing nursing activities and nursing care. Another step that will contribute to solving problems is the development and improvement of the continuing education system [33]. Training, retraining and advanced training of personnel should be carried out, taking into account the structural adjustment of the healthcare industry, and the needs of institutions for specific specialists should be studied. At the same time, special attention should be paid to improving professional skills and, first of all, to creating modern program training for part-time teachers from doctors and nurses with higher education, working in practical healthcare. It is also important to develop a quality control system for specialists training at all stages of continuing education.
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